


P.M.P. SPA is a company specialized in the production of 

plastic hangers. It was  founded in 1967 by  Angelo Spricigo 

and since then has been working on the market of clothing 

accessories, proposing a wide range of articles.

A fundamental part of its growth is the continuous research 

of details to satisfy the customer's technical 
requirements, constantly with a special eye to the aesthetic 

effect of the hanging garment. Some of the most important 

features that are taken into account in the creation of new 

models are the materials, the finishes, the colour and the 

linearity of the shapes.

All this has led us to work alongside with the most famous 

Italians and international fashion brands.

We are currently carrying out a project of steady growth 
with dedication.

Our "mission" is to become the reference point for 

companies operating in the fashion industry for the supply of 

hangers and their complementary accessories, in a national 

and international context.

WHO WE ARE



REUSE & 
RECYCLE



PMP has been supporting the fashion business with its 

products for 50 years.

In addition to this, we propose the Reuse & Recycle service 

dedicated to companies like yours, which are sensitive to 

environmental issues.

Sustainability is in fact the key concept: through the 

introduction of a logistic process for the collection of 

hangers from the sales points and the subsequent sorting, 

selection and reconditioning activities, we are able to 

avoid that a single hanger is considered waste.

This is possible thanks to our dedicated facilities, our 

collection centers (currently 4) on the Italian territory and 

investments in plants dedicated to selection and recovery. 

We also give the possibility of recycling the hangers that 

cannot be reused. They are then transformed into plastic 

material ready for new production.

THE PROJECT



Our goal is to bring your 

company to have 

0 WASTE 

of plastic hangers

THE PROJECT



The primary objective of the Reuse & Recycle service is to 

minimize the impact of the hanger on the environment where 

we live.

In fact it is known that the hanger, if not reused, cannot be 
conferred to the separate collection of plastic but must be 

disposed of as dry waste.

This has an evident impact on the management of waste in 

your company and among other things it involves charges 

for disposal costs.

Through the Reuse & Recycle service no hangers are 

conferred to waste disposal anymore, because they are 

reused or recycled to produce new hangers.

Your company can use this information with the stakeholders 

as a reduction in the CO2 footprint.

Respect for the environment

STRENGTHS



PMP has implemented, developed and integrated in recent 

years the Reuse & Recycle service with some important 

customers, effectively becoming the leader in the sector.

So your company can count on a tested service, unique in 

its kind in Italy, with the certainty that its logistic processes 

are not modified.

Safety

STRENGTHS



Of course, we are aware of the fact that each customer has 

its own logistical needs, its processes, its information 

systems to be respected.

For this reason, the Reuse & Recycle service is developed 

together with you both from the logistical point of view of 

collection and distribution, and also from the economic point 

of view.

To get to the definition of an ad-hoc project, we go through 

a first phase of evaluation of the current situation of your 

process: volumes to be managed, variety of models / colours

/ sizes / customizations, distribution of sales points on the 

territory, and other significant parameters.

This initial screening, not only with help you visualize this 

type of management within your company, but will also allow 

us to present you with an economic evaluation of the 

service.

Customized solutions

STRENGTHS



The Reuse & Recycle service can result in different 

economic benefits for your company depending on how it is 

organized.

A sure benefit is certainly the zeroing of the charges 

currently paid by your company for the disposal of the 

hangers (have you ever checked how much your annual 

expenditure for this management amount is?).

Saving

STRENGTHS



1. COLLECTION

The process starts from the sales point:  

procedures for the correct separation of the 

used hangers will be defined (example: by 

model / size).

2. TRANSPORT

The hangers packed according to the defined 

procedure will be transported to our recovery 

centers in Italy.

3. SELECTION AND RECOVERY

In our centers the hangers will be selected, 

further divided and reconditioned.

A. WASTE RECYCLING

Hangers that cannot be reused due to quality 

defects will be destroyed, and the various 

components (metal, paper, plastic) separated.

The plastic component will be processed and 

regenerated, the rest of the materials 

transferred to external centers to be recycled.

B. NEW PRODUCTIVE CYCLE

The recycled materials are used again in the 

production process, saving energy and raw 

materials.

4. WAREHOUSE AVAILABILITY

The hangers selected and reconditioned, and 

those obtained from recycled raw materials, are 

available at our warehouses

5. CUSTOMER DISTRIBUTION

Delivery to the destination requested by the 

customer (shops, ironing facility, laboratories 

..).

How it works
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TREVISO

PRATO

NOLA

MACERATA

4 Collection and recovery centers 
located on the national territory

Environmental impact statement in the 
production of 10,000 plastic hangers

NORMAL 

PRODUCTION

REUSE & 

RECYCLE

SAVING

%

Consumed

electricity (kwh) 430 5 98%

Consumed

plastic(kg) 450 0 100%

Consumend CO2

plastic (kg) 2.7 0 100%

Total CO2 on the

process (kg) 75 25 67%

• The data shown above are relative to estimated calculations of PMP spa based on 

their experience and refer to averages for the year 2017.

• The value of total CO2 for the  Reuse & Recycle service includes an estimate of CO2 

production coming from road transport of hangers from a sales point in North Italy to 

our center in Treviso for the considered lot. 



For your company

ADVANTAGES

COSTS SAVING DELIVERY 

OPTIMIZATION

ZERO WASTE

ADVANTAGE IN 

TERMS OF IMAGE

CO
2 

IMPACT 

RIDUCTION

CUSTOMIZED 

SOLUTION



Via Geron, 4 - Loc. Rai
31020 San Polo di Piave - Treviso (Italia)

info@pmp-hangers.com
www.pmp-hangers.com

+39 0422.855058   

Contact us


